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As a society, we like to spend. That’s no big secret, but the way people spend differs from 
person to person. As a marketer, it’s important to understand how to appeal to each type 
of spending pattern and type of buyer.

The 3 types of buyers
 
Neuroeconomics experts have labelled our spending patterns into three different groups. 
Each type of buyer responds differently to various forms of marketing so there’s never going 
to be a single one-size-fits-all marketing solution that charms everyone at once. That’s why 
you’re going to need to appeal to each type of buyer. But who are these people?
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CHAPTER 1:  

Buyer 1:  
Tightwad Tom

Tom represents

25%
of all buyers
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It’s not that diabetes runs in your family, Tom. It’s that no one runs in your family.

You already know who I’m talking about. These cheapskates are the ones who are only 
letting go of their cash if it’s ending up in their TFSA or they’ve been hit by a truck full of 
typhoid. They make up about 25% of the buyer’s pie and they are usually identified by the 
neon windbreaker they’ve been wearing since 1987 that they’ll tell you will come back into 
style within the year. Before they spend a dime, Tightwad Tom is going to price compare 
the fecal matter out of your product or service and try his hardest to talk himself out of it 
before making a decision between now and the time your grandkids invent hoverbikes.

Tightwads already have an idea of what they think they should be spending. It’s no biggie. 
They’re just looking to squeeze every last drop of value out of their dollar and stick to their 
budget. They aren’t the type of people who will indulge in luxuries, because let’s face it - who 
wants steak and potatoes when Kraft Dinner and hot dogs are 38 cents per metric tonne?
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How to market to Tightwad Tom

So what can you do to appeal to someone who is already in the mindset that your product 
is a bit of a grudge purchase? For starters, you can focus on value. Bundle products or 
services together and consider repackaging them in a more attractive pricing structure. 
For example, instead of $120/year, maybe it’s $10/month. Use messaging that focuses on 
savings and negative emotions like ‘tired of losing money? instead of ‘you deserve this.’ 
Remember that tightwads are extremely analytical, so any data or product and pricing 
comparison you can offer right off the bat will also help the decision process while they 
spend their weekend splitting Charmin by candlelight.
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CHAPTER 2:  

Buyer 2:  
Spendthrift Steve

Steve represents

15%
of all buyers
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Steve is the polar opposite of Tightwad Tom. Frugal isn’t even in Steve’s vocabulary. He’s living 
in the moment. If he’s hungry for a taco and the only taco stand within a 12-kilometer radius 
is selling them for two grand a pop, then Steve’s getting himself a taco that costs more than 
his Land Rover payment. Spendthrifts are going to spend until there’s a problem and then 
spend their way out of it. Extended warranties, infomercials and those tabloid racks at the 
checkout are all designed with Steve in mind. They’re the ones making it rain no matter if 
they’re at the club on a Saturday night or shopping for shoes at Payless. 

These big spenders are very much impulse buyers, but they still need to be convinced that 
what they’re buying is valuable. Although they only make up about 15% of the buyer’s pie, 
they can be the easiest sales to capture. Be careful though, because since they are more 
impulsive, spendthrifts can also have a higher sense of buyer’s remorse. 

How to market to Sprendthrift Steve

If Steve is ready to drop two G’s on a taco stuffed with heart disease and disappointment, 
then why do you even need to put any effort into attracting him? 

 
Although spendthrifts don’t need much convincing, you still need to get in front of them 
before they buy the first thing off the shelf. This means putting a premium on visuals and 
emotional advertising. Color psychology also plays a big role in how spendthrifts make a 
buying decision, so use it to your advantage. Check out our article on how different colors 
affect our decision making.

YOLO, amirite?

http://fuseboxcreative.ca/how-color-affects-the-way-we-buy/
http://fuseboxcreative.ca/how-color-affects-the-way-we-buy/
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CHAPTER 3:  

Buyer 3:  
Average Spender Amy

Amy represents

60%
of all buyers
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You’ve seen the two extremes of the three types of buyers, but together they only make 
up about 40% of the buyer’s pie. The biggest chunk is probably the least interesting of the 
group, but is still easily the most important, and also the one who will will likely be your 
bread and butter customer. 

Average Spender Amy is like most of us. If she feels like something is a good investment, 
she’ll make a purchase. She’s not one to drop ten grand on a jetski because it’s 38 degrees 
out today, nor will she use an extension cord to hold her pants up because your fancy belts 
are for cake eaters. Average Spender Amy is going to take time to evaluate all of her options. 
She won’t break the bank but she’ll also try to save some money where she can. Like most of 
us she will be occasionally impulsive or tight with money, but overall she’s looking for value 
and benefits at a reasonable price.

She’s also non-voting so she can gripe no matter who wins.
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How to market to Average Spender Amy

Since Average Spender Amy represents the biggest slice of the buyer pie, it makes sense 
to focus most of your efforts on this type of person. The average buyer shares a lot of traits 
with our other two buyers. They respond to a mix of emotion and metric driven marketing. 
They love to be wooed, but also like to know the hard numbers. They also love the extras 
that bring added value. Things like money-back guarantees and free shipping all add to the 
good deal and can put the purchase decision over the top.
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Demographic information is great to have, but do you really know 
who you are selling to?

Knowing the psychology of buyer behaviour can make or break your marketing strategy. By 
segmenting your buyer personas into these three initial groups, you can begin to subdivide 

each buyer type into more specific and complex buyer behaviours.

Let’s start developing your buyer personas!

http://offers.fuseboxcreative.ca/the-complete-guide-to-identifying-your-dream-customers
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